
CAREER SPARK 
ONE* 

WORKSHOPS

ENABLING STUDENTS TO
UNDERSTAND THE 

NEW WORLD OF WORK
AND AID IN SELF DISCOVERY

As the new career paradigm establishes itself, range of new and emerging technologies impacting all disciplines, 
economies and industries, career support across an individual's lifetime is an emergent need. Given India’s young 
demographics and challenging job market scenarios, a well planned career decision with better preparedness, 
knowledge and structure has become essential to increase life satisfaction and prevent early burnouts.

 We provide:

·         Short and accurate, multilingual online career assessments ·         Summary of results at very affordable rates
·         Simplified and open Career Path & Cluster Model to aid world of work discovery  
·         Group Counselling intervention with proven effectiveness

CONTACT US AT
SUPPORT@TUCAREERS.COM

PH +91-7080810112/14

BENEFITS   OUR APPROACH

COMPREHENSIVE ACCURATE OPEN GLOBAL

For 
Grades 8 -9 | 10 |11-12

                                            
                                                                 Providing lifelong career guidance ….Try a free test at www.tucareers.com  

**Research published in a leading international journal of the International Associa-
tion of Educational and Vocational Guidance.

• In the Indian culture the occurence of career decision 
making difficulties are considerable in students at all 
levels therefore the need is for systematically address-
ing them.

• Research shows a significant cause of these difficulties 
is due to the lack of information about self and the 
process and approach for the decision.

• We, at Tucareers, have conceptualized a comprehen-
sive and accurate career intervention based on the 
world’s largest occupational database (O*NET).

• The intervention fully addresses these difficulties and 
sets the individual on the path of self-discovery and 
learning.

• A model driven approach (ONE), with effectiveness 
validated through published research**. We use stan-
dardized psychometric scales and provide map of indi-
viduals to career paths based on a diverse set of traits.

• Our workshop based intervention (~2 hours) includes an 
offline/online session and career assessments 
One-on-one interactions can be organized on a need 
basis.

• The assessment results can help the individual to          
understand one’s strengths / weakness and fitment 
across different career paths. 

• Identify skills, knowledge gaps and career resources 
that can be used to address them.

• Recommendations across the world of work to ensure 
proactive exploration and a non prescriptive approach 
for guidance.

• Useful for understanding the changing career para-
digm of life long learning and career decision making.

• Highly reliable and valid results through extensive tests 
with school & UG/PG students and working professionals.

*First 3 phases of our ONETCP Career Decision Model


